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zankuro's super has received a large buff. the super now only drains 28 weapon gauge on whiff. the super can be used as a combo starter, a hard knockdown tool, a grab option, a frame trap, and an anti-air tool. it's also now a more effective tool for punishing. the super-
draining part can be used as a tool to set up an anti-air, and if it's blocked it will leave you with the best possible opening. zankuro's pursuit is now a much stronger tool. it'll grab your opponent if they're close enough, or if you hold down the stick, or if they're grounded.
it has a very long range, and it'll hit low if blocked. it's a good grab tool, so it can be used to set up combos, or as a way to punish. zankuro has one of the most useful moves in the game, the otg cancelable near air, otg cancelable whiffed near air, and otg cancelable
whiffed off block. it's a 2c move, and it can be used pre-stun. it hits for lots of damage, has a surprising long cancel window, and a lot of groundstun. it's very good at punishing and has a lot of very useful utility. the only downside is that it's missing a command grab.
zankuro's recovery is kind of weak, but it's still pretty useful. it can be used as a fairly safe way to cushion yourself from hyper attacks and punish crouching opponents, and it has an ok di. you can also use zankuro's base meter build as a way to push back the opponent
with a heavy into a punish. it's a weird di that will push backwards on block, and a weird di that will push back on whiff. it's also good for general pushing damage. zankuro's side tackles are surprisingly good. not quite as good as the ex versions, but not bad at all. can
also be used for throwing/cancellable range out of shield. it's also a decent anti-air. the only downside is that they don't have a range to use the full effect of the 50c, and even at the full range it's only 10 frames of stalling.

Moving Ecm Zankuro

zankuro's quick attack is a real-time special that is weak to lowslashes, but has good reach and is a great punish. it's also very useful in combos. be careful of its appearance, though. it has a ~50% hitbox, and will appear to the opponent first, so they will read you
coming long before you get to them. if you're not fast enough or you're very close to the enemy, they can grab your character in the air with their initial attack, and the quick attack will whiff or be a hard knockdown. you can try to punish them by using zankuro's quick
attack to check them, but be careful not to use it too soon -- this will result in you getting hit. you can also try to go for a deeper slash, but it's still going to whiff if you don't get the timing right. zankuro's crush is a quick staccato move that has very good damage and a

high hitbox, so use it to either block or punish. it can be used to check if the opponent is close to you, but be careful of the hitbox -- it will not connect until after they hit you, and can be a hard knockdown. zankuro's normal is slightly different from the other zenkuro
normals. it has a slightly faster start-up, and causes a bit more knockback in the hitbox. it also has more frames of invincibility in the hitbox. it also has a bigger hitbox, so it's very easy to hit with. zankuro's dash attacks are similar to his regular dashes, but instead of

being too low, it goes off the ground and he can just jump while in mid-dash. it can be easily canceled into 236a to really cleanly make kenki gauge fill up with ease. it does a lot of damage too, so it's definitely something to use in the endgame. 5ec8ef588b
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